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Abstract—A ball grid array-module (BGA-module) incorpo-8
rating a low-cost shaped dielectric lens is proposed for wireless9
communications in the 60-GHz WiGig band between a smart eye-10
wear, where it is integrated and facing a laptop or TV. The module,11
which is codesigned with a 60-GHz transceiver, consists of two12
separate identical antennas for transmitting (Tx) and receiving13
(Rx). The in-plane separation of these elements is 6.9 mm both14
being offset from the lens focus. This poses a challenge to the lens15
design to ensure coincident beam pointing directions for Rx and16
Tx. The shaped lens is further required to narrow the angular17
coverage in the elevation plane and broaden it in the horizontal18
plane. A 3-D-printed eyewear frame with an integrated lens and19
a recess for proper BGA-module integration is fabricated in ABS-20
plastic material. Measurements show a reflection coefficient below21
−12 dB in the 57–66 GHz band. A maximum gain of 11 dBi is22
obtained at 60 GHz, with 24◦ and 96◦ beamwidth at 5-dBi gain,23
respectively, in the vertical and horizontal planes. The radiation24
exposure is evaluated for a homogeneous SAM head phantom and25
a heterogeneous visible human head. The simulated power den-26
sity values for both models are found to be lower than the existing27
standards.28

Index Terms—60 GHz, antenna-in-package, eyewear, lens29
antennas, plastic packaging, WiGig.30

I. INTRODUCTION31

W ITH the never-ending improvement of the capabilitiesQ1 32

of wireless communication devices, the most critical33

necessity has been to supply the user with higher and higher34

data rates. This has led to both the improvement of the existing35
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wireless communication standards as well as the launch of 36

new standards and new technologies. One of these standards, 37

the WiGig IEEE 802.11ad, is gaining more and more popu- 38

larity among industries because the unlicensed frequency band 39

around 60 GHz offers a broad bandwidth to achieve multigiga- 40

bits speeds (up to 7 Gbit/s). The low interference level favored 41

by the very high wall penetration loss and by the high oxygen 42

absorption in this band for moderate distances makes this stan- 43

dard a good candidate for line-of-sight (LoS) in-room wireless 44

personal area communications (WPAN). Possible applications 45

include the wireless connection of a personal computer (PC) 46

with its peripheral devices (monitor, keyboard, etc.), as well 47

as ultra-high-definition video/audio transfer from a camera to 48

a TV or projector, eliminating the need for cables. Typically, 49

for a LoS 2-meter communication in this band, an antenna gain 50

of approximately 4 dBi is needed (at both sides of the link) 51

considering today’s transceiver performances (10 dBm power 52

at the antenna port, −54 dBm Rx sensitivity and OFDM 16- 53

QAM modulation). If this distance is increased to around 8 m, 54

the gain should be approximately 10 dBi. 55

In parallel, smart eyewear devices are gaining popularity as 56

wireless communicating objects with some products already 57

released in the market and some other being prepared for the 58

near future [1]–[5]. In general, those devices incorporate a small 59

optical lens-reflector screen, a camera, a microphone/speaker 60

pair, and a touchpad. They are generally connected to a periph- 61

eral (smartphone or set-top box) through Bluetooth or WLAN 62

standards at 2.4 GHz. Our recent work considered eyewear 63

devices as a possible candidate to replace smartphones in the 64

near future and we successfully demonstrated high potential for 65

LTE communications [6]. 66

In this study, a ball grid array-module (BGA-module) incor- 67

porating separate Tx and Rx antennas (to avoid a lossy switch 68

at 60 GHz in TDD mode) integrated with a shaped 3-D-printed 69

plastic lens is proposed for integration with a smart eyewear 70

device for high-speed video transfer from the device to a lap- 71

top or a TV in front of the user. The transceiver is based on an 72

RFIC design using 65 nm CMOS technology and aims to ful- 73

fill the WiGig requirements for its highest available data rate, 74

i.e., MCS20. This mode offers a 4.158-Gbps data rate thanks 75

to OFDM 16-QAM modulation. All WiGig frequency sub- 76

bands are covered from 57 to 66 GHz. The chipset is described 77

in detail in [7]. The shaped lens is intended to achieve an 78

acceptable gain (> 10 dBi) and to shape the radiation pattern 79

0018-926X © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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with wide beamwidth in the horizontal plane (at least 100◦ at80

5 dBi gain) and narrow beamwidth in the vertical plane (in the81

order of 25◦ at 5 dBi gain). The challenge for its design is82

the additional need to counteract the beam depointing effect83

due to the impossibility of positioning the separate Tx and84

Rx radiating elements simultaneously at the lens single focal85

point. The in-plane separation of these radiating elements is86

6.9 mm. The lens was found to be a convenient solution to87

address the shaped beam challenge instead of using a large88

planar array with low aperture efficiency and nonuniform (and89

lossy) feeding network. The objective of the paper is to show90

that the proposed antenna concept is feasible for mm-wave91

eyewear applications, being compact, low cost and with neg-92

ligible impact in terms of head specific absorption rate (SAR).93

Section II gives some basic information about the BGA-module94

and the Tx and Rx radiating elements. The design of the lens95

with its theoretical background and simulation results are also96

explained in this section. The integration of the BGA-module97

and the lens within the eyewear is presented in Section III.98

Simulation results taking into account the presence of the99

user’s head are also presented in this section. Measurement100

results for the manufactured prototype are given in Section IV.101

Section V discusses the evaluation of the radiation exposure on102

the body through simulations. Finally, conclusion is drawn in103

Section VI.104

II. ANTENNA DESIGN105

A. BGA-Module106

The BGA-module was designed and manufactured in high107

density integration (HDI) technology dedicated to 60 GHz SiP108

solutions. This HDI technology is based on standard BGA109

design and realization techniques: it enables a minimum trace110

resolution as well as trace spacing of 50 μm. The low-cost111

stack-up of three organic substrates enables four metallization112

layers. A picture of the BGA-module can be seen in Fig. 1.113

This module was designed to radiate in free-space. The mod-114

ule has equal length and width (12× 12 mm2) with a height of115

0.5 mm. It hosts two printed antennas, one for receiving and one116

for transmitting, offset from the center of the BGA-module and117

separated by Δd = 6.9 mm distance from each other (1.38 λ0).118

The antennas are of aperture-coupled patch type, where the119

apertures are excited through a microstrip line underneath them.120

The antennas are linearly polarized with a measured gain higher121

than 4 dBi between 57 and 66 GHz (including transmission line122

losses). More information about the BGA-module (version 1)123

and the antenna can be found in [8]. They are thus not repeated124

here for the sake of brevity. However, it should be noted that125

a second optimized version of the BGA-module is used in the126

current paper having more than 10 dB return loss and 5 dBi127

gain from 57 to 66 GHz which is better than the performance128

presented in [8].129

B. Lens Design130

A small shaped lens is used directly on top of the patch ele-131

ments of BGA-module to modify its radiation pattern into a132

Fig. 1. Picture of the BGA-module version 2: bottom view on left and top view
on right.

F1:1
F1:2

Fig. 2. Schematic view of the optimized 3-D-lens placed above the BGA-
module with axis definition.

F2:1
F2:2

more convenient shape for the intended application. The gain 133

is required to exceed 5 dBi within a 100◦ angular interval in 134

the horizontal plane (H-plane, or yz-plane in Fig. 2) and 25◦ 135

angular interval in the vertical plane (E-plane or xz-plane in 136

Fig. 2). This gives the user enough margin to look comfort- 137

ably at the screen from different angles without compromising 138

the data link. It should be noted that no codesign between the 139

source and the lens was achieved as we reused the existing 140

BGA-module version 2 dedicated to radiate in free space (and 141

not plastic medium). 142

The radiation pattern described in the paragraph above is 143

not symmetric and therefore requires a full 3-D shaped lens. 144

Although geometrical optics (GO) formulations exist for the 145

design of arbitrary shaped dielectric lenses subject to arbitrarily 146

output power template conditions [9]–[10], it is shown in this 147

study that for the present radiation pattern specifications it is 148

enough to consider a far simpler and computationally fast alter- 149

native based on a modification of the GO formulation for axial 150

symmetric lenses. 151

The combination with physical optics (PO) analysis enables 152

faster optimization of the shape of the 3-D lens compared 153

to the exact 3-D GO formulation, offering a very reasonable 154

agreement with the targeted radiation pattern beamwidths. 155

The GO/PO-based lens design procedure requires prior 156

knowledge of the radiation pattern of one antenna of the BGA- 157

module into an unbound medium of the chosen material for 158
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Fig. 3. Normalized simulated E- and H-plane radiation patterns of the BGA-
module (Tx-antenna) in an unbounded medium of ABS plastic. Symmetric RP
is an average of the E- and H-planes further used for the lens design.

F3:1
F3:2
F3:3

the lens. ABS-M30 plastic material (consumer grade plastic159

used for smartphone casing) was chosen in order to ensure160

low cost for the overall system. A 3-D-printing rapid man-161

ufacturing technology was selected to fabricate the lens. A162

disk sample of ABS material was printed to experimentally163

evaluate its complex permittivity. The Fabry–Perot resonator164

measurement method presented in [11] gave us εr = 2.48 and165

tan(δ) = 0.009 at 60 GHz. The lens design was performed at166

60 GHz, as the central frequency. Intrinsic to the GO design,167

the frequency bandwidth of the lens is inherently large but168

the full-system bandwidth is mainly determined by the BGA-169

module bandwidth. The radiation pattern of the feed inside170

the unbounded ABS medium at 60 GHz was obtained from a171

full-wave HFSS simulation (Fig. 3). Overall, the main E- and172

H-planes of the bare BGA antennas have similar beamwidths.173

The 3-D shaped lens is designed in two steps. First, the lens174

profile in the horizontal plane is obtained from an elevation cut175

of an axial-symmetric lens designed with an appropriate GO176

formulation. Then, the design rule for the lens profile in the ver-177

tical plane is defined and the complete 3-D lens physical shape178

is obtained from an adequate combination of both horizontal179

and vertical lens profiles.180

Fig. 4 shows the general geometry for the lens design pro-181

cedure. The axial symmetric lens profile is represented by r(η)182

where r(η = 0◦) = 15 mm corresponds to the total height of183

the lens. The feed, corresponding to one patch of the BGA-184

module, is assumed initially to be at the center of the base of the185

lens and in direct contact with it. The lens design assumes that186

the feed is positioned at the center of the lens. However, the tar-187

get radiation pattern G(θ) that is needed to define the lens shape188

is carefully optimized to minimize its dependence with feed off-189

set when the BGA-module is integrated at the base of the lens.190

At this point, the lens design formulation requires that the feed191

radiation pattern U(η) is axial symmetric. The symmetric U(η)192

power pattern is generated as an average of the cocomponents193

in the main planes of the BGA antenna (symmetric RP curve in194

Fig. 4. Horizontal (or H-plane) profile of the plastic lens. F4:1

Fig. 3). The obtained U(η) function is represented in Fig. 3 by 195

the black dashed curve (symmetric RP). Other symmetrization 196

options could have been adopted for the feed radiation pattern. 197

They would imply different r(η = 0) values and different G(θ) 198

shape from what we obtained in the optimization process. The 199

selected target pattern G(θ) is a flat-top type with a sharp drop- 200

off at θ = 60◦ to comply with the desired full 100◦ beamwidth 201

in the horizontal plane of the lens. 202

The lens profile r(η) is designed to transform U(η) into 203

a target axial symmetric power pattern G(θ). The r(η) pro- 204

file is obtained by solving a set of two differential equations 205

defined by the authors in [12]. The integration is performed 206

for increasing η angles up to the ηmax value where ∂r(η)/∂η 207

becomes negative. This ηmax angle defines the edge of the lens 208

(Fig. 4). The remaining points in the lens profile from z = 209

r(ηmax) cos(ηmax) to z = 0 are defined with a constant value 210

of x = r(ηmax) sin(ηmax). By forcing nonnegative ∂r(η)/∂η, 211

the lens surface will not diffract the radiation of the feed into the 212

negative z direction, i.e., into the user. The analytical formula- 213

tion is valid for arbitrary initial values r(η = 0◦) which acts 214

as a scaling factor. In the axial symmetric lens, the matching 215

between the output power pattern and the horizontal plane tar- 216

get improves as r(η = 0◦) increases. This value influences the 217

vertical plane power pattern in a different way, as will be dis- 218

cussed ahead. In the present design, r(η = 0◦) = 15 mm was 219

chosen as a compromise between the output power pattern spec- 220

ification in both planes and the utmost size constraint for the 221

desired integration with the glasses. The obtained lens profile is 222

presented in Fig. 4. This curve is used as the horizontal profile 223

of the 3-D lens. In the vertical plane (E-plane), narrowing the 224

radiation pattern of the BGA-module can be achieved by using 225

a beam collimating lens profile (like an ellipse). For each cut 226

of the 3-D lens at a constant x value, an elliptical lens profile is 227

implemented (Fig. 5). Each x-cut corresponds to a given η angle 228

so that x = r(η) sin(η). In each x-cut, the height of the ellipti- 229

cal profile is F (η) = r(η) cos(η). The elliptical lens profile is 230

defined by 231

l (η, α) =

√
εr − 1√

εr − cos (α)
F (η) (1)

Jorge_R_Costa
Highlight
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Fig. 5. Vertical cut of the plastic lens profile for a x = constant plane.F5:1

where α is the angle of each point l(η, α) in relation to the232

vertical axis of each cut plane of the lens profile as indicated in233

Fig. 5. Therefore, the complete 3-D lens profile is defined by234

the following set of parametric equations235

x (η, α) = r (η) sin (η)

y (η, α) = l (η, α) sin (α)

z (η, α) = l (η, α) cos (α) . (2)

As with η, the α angle also ranges from 0 to αmax where236

∂l(ηα)/∂α becomes negative. The remaining points from237

z = z(η, αmax) to z = 0 are defined with a constant y =238

y(η, αmax).239

The obtained 3-D lens profile is shown in Fig. 2. Its over-240

all size is Δz = 15 mm by Δx = 26 mm and Δy = 14 mm.241

This approximate 3-D lens design procedure is an evolution of242

the one developed by the authors in [13]. The corresponding243

radiation pattern is calculated using PO, considering the actual244

nonsymmetric feed radiation pattern shown in Fig. 3.245

The normalized result is presented in Fig. 6(a) for the main246

planes, confirming the effectiveness of the proposed design.247

The simulated maximum directivity is of the order of 12 dBi.248

To achieve a narrower E-plane radiation pattern and a higher249

lens directivity, the lens size can be increased by choosing a250

higher value for r(η = 0◦).251

Due to the Rx and Tx Δd = 6.9 mm separation in the BGA-252

module, the lens is not fed from its focal point at the center of253

the base of the lens. The Δd/2 = 3.45 mm (0.69 λ0 at 60 GHz)254

feed off-set in the x-axis tends to produce a beam depoint-255

ing effect. However, the previous H-plane radiation pattern256

template was specifically chosen to minimize this effect. It is257

noted that the y-plane elliptical profile does not allow depoint-258

ing minimization if y-axis feed off-set was selected instead.259

The x-axis feed off-set effect in the horizontal plane (H-plane)260

radiation pattern of the lens can be seen in Fig. 6(b), show-261

ing that the flat-top characteristic is reasonably maintained and262

only 1 dB reduction is observed in the broadside direction from263

the nonoffset source case. It has little influence in the E-plane264

since Tx and Rx patches remain in the focal point of the ellip-265

tical x-cut profile of the lens that passes through each feed266

position.267

Fig. 6. Normalized GO/PO simulated radiation pattern of the 3-D lens fed by
the Tx patch of the BGA-module at 60 GHz. (a) Feed at the center of the lens.
(b) Feed offset from the center by x = 3.45 mm.

F6:1
F6:2
F6:3

III. INTEGRATION OF THE BGA-MODULE WITH THE 268

EYEWEAR DEVICE 269

In order to validate the GO/PO-based lens design and to eval- 270

uate the antenna in the realistic use-case scenario, full wave 271

electromagnetic simulations were also carried out, using the 272

commercial software Empire XCcel [14]. The simulation model 273

included the BGA-module integrated with the dielectric lens, 274

mounted in the left-hand side of a dedicated ABS eyewear 275

frame (Fig. 7 left part). An FR4 substrate which might be 276

needed in a realistic product as the application PCB and a back- 277

ing ground plane was also included in this model, behind the 278

antenna-module (Fig. 8). The frame includes a curved region on 279

the right-hand side of the head to emulate visually the screen of 280

a smart eyewear device. It also includes on the two sides of the 281

frame, two parallelepiped casing-like structures for housing the 282

application PCBs for WLAN/Bluetooth and WiGig standards, 283

respectively. 284

A homogeneous specific anthropomorphic mannequin 285

(SAM) head was also included in the simulation to account for 286

the user head influence. Considering the computation time and 287

memory requirements to simulate the full set-up from Fig. 7, 288

it was decided to use a cropped model of the head, since the 289

effects of the tissues that are placed far from the antenna in 290

terms of wavelength will be negligible. The cropped model 291

used in the simulations can be seen in Fig. 7 (right side). It 292

keeps all the structures and materials that lie within 10 λ0 dis- 293

tance from the Antenna-module and discards all the others, 294

so the final dimensions of the simulation rectangular box is 295

78× 73× 155 mm3. The lens and the dielectric frame were 296

modeled as ABS plastic material. The values taken from Fabry– 297

Perot measurements and given in Section II B were used to 298
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Fig. 7. Simulation model of the BGA-module integrated with the lens and the
ABS eyewear frame close to the SAM Head. The shaped lens is on the frame
left side.

F7:1
F7:2
F7:3

Fig. 8. Position of the FR4 substrate and the ground plane which is backing the
antenna-module.

F8:1
F8:2

model the ABS material. The outer shell of the head (marked299

as Tissue-1) was assigned the properties of dry skin at 60 GHz,300

having a relative permittivity of 7.98 and a loss tangent of 1.37.301

To model the interior region of the head (Tissue-2), electrical302

properties of the brain was used, with a relative permittiv-303

ity of 10.4 and loss tangent of 1.19. Those values were taken304

from [15].305

A second set of simulations was also performed removing306

the head and the backing PCB of the lens. The comparison307

of the simulated reflection coefficient of the Tx antenna of the308

BGA-module with the lens without the head and PCB and with309

the head and PCB is presented in Fig. 9. The simulated cou-310

pling coefficient from the Tx antenna to Rx antenna is very low311

(|S21| < −30 dB) and thus is not shown here. The Tx antenna312

integrated with the lens with the backing PCB and head has a313

reflection coefficient always lower than −6.7 dB between 57314

and 66 GHz, even decreasing below −15 dB around the lower315

edge of the band. It can also be seen from the same figure that316

the reflection coefficient of the same Tx antenna without back-317

ing PCB and head is very similar, suggesting negligible effects318

of the head and the backing PCB. The consequence of the319

absence of a codesign between the source and the lens directly320

translates into a frequency shift (compared to the “without head321

and PCB case”) with a minimum of |S11| around 55–57 GHz322

(almost out-of-band) as the BGA-module now radiates into323

plastic rather than air.324

Fig. 9. Simulated reflection coefficient for the Tx patch of the BGA-module
integrated with the lens without the Head and PCB and with the Head and PCB.

F9:1
F9:2

Fig. 10. Full-wave simulated directivity patterns of the BGA-module integrated
with the lens with head and PCB and without head and PCB. (a) E-plane and
(b) H-plane at 60 GHz.

F10:1
F10:2
F10:3

The comparison of the full-wave radiation patterns in the 325

E-plane (ϕ = 0◦) and H-plane (ϕ = 90◦) for the two configura- 326

tions is shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b), respectively. The maximum 327

radiation does not occur exactly in the front direction of the eye- 328

wear. There is a slight asymmetry in the radiation pattern (10◦ 329

tilt) but this is not really important in this application as the 330

beam tilt is small as compared to the beamwidth and the user 331

does not necessarily have to be directly in front of the receiv- 332

ing device. Note that the obtained radiation patterns confirm 333

that the lens geometry is fairly suitable to overcome the focal 334

depointing. In addition, the specified 5 dBi gain beamwidth of 335

25◦ in the E-plane and 100◦ in the H-plane is very closely met. 336

The maximum full-wave simulated directivity is almost 15 dBi 337

which is higher than the 12 dBi simulated with GO/PO. We 338

anticipate that the difference is mainly the result of known lim- 339

itations of the GO/PO asymptotic method for small-size lenses. 340

Also, it is known that a surface wave may appear for ellipti- 341

cal lenses at the lens/air interface which, for some lens sizes, 342

can lead to higher directivity than predicted with GO/PO [16]. 343

The head and the PCB behind the antenna-module have little 344
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Fig. 11. Pictures of the manufactured ABS frame incorporating the shape of
the lens.

F11:1
F11:2

Fig. 12. BGA-module and 3-D-printed ABS plastic lens.F12:1

effects (but not significant) in the general radiation pattern (1 dB345

reduction of the directivity and broader beam is the E-plane);346

however, we decided to omit this last configuration in the next347

simulation studies and measurements.348

IV. MEASUREMENTS349

A. Fabrication of the Eyewear Prototype and the Antenna-350

Module351

A picture of the manufactured ABS frame integrating the lens352

is shown in Fig. 11. Fig. 12 presents the BGA-module (left side)353

and the ABS lens alone (right side). All the ABS prototypes354

were fabricated using 3-D printing plastic technology.355

B. Measurement Results356

The measurements of the BGA-module with the integrated357

lens were carried out without the head and PCB, following the358

Fig. 13. Pictures of the probing of the Tx antenna of the BGA-module with the
lens (left side), bottom view of the BGA-module with the lens inside the foam
support (right side).

F13:1
F13:2
F13:3

Fig. 14. Simulated and measured reflection coefficient of the Tx antenna of the
BGA-module with the lens.

F14:1
F14:2

Fig. 15. Simulated and measured 3-D realized gain patterns of the BGA-
module with the lens at 60 GHz.

F15:1
F15:2

conclusion from the previous section. Also, the full eyewear 359

frame was not utilized for the radiation pattern measurements 360

as it physically impairs the access of the feeding probe used in 361

our millimeter-wave measurement set-up [17] (Fig. 13). 362

There is a good agreement between measured and simulated 363

reflection coefficients given in Fig. 14. The measured reflection 364

coefficient is well below −11.5 dB in the target band (57– 365

66 GHz). Note, no codesign was performed which suggests that 366

better performance could be achieved in a possible new version 367

of the eyewear and BGA-module. The simulated and measured 368

realized gain patterns are presented in 3-D form in Fig. 15 369

and in the main planes in Fig. 16(a) (E-plane for ϕ = 0◦) and 370

Fig. 16(b) (H-plane for ϕ = 90◦). The maximum measured gain 371

is approximately 11 dBi at 60 GHz (including the transmis- 372

sion line losses). The measured 5 dBi gain beamwidth is 24◦ 373

in E-plane and 96◦ in H-plane. A comparison of the simulated 374

and measured radiation efficiency can be seen in Fig. 17. A fair 375

agreement is observed, especially in the target band between 376

57 and 66 GHz. The measured efficiency has been extracted 377

from the 3-D realized gain pattern with the method already 378

presented in [18]. The Tx antenna of the BGA-module has a 379

measured radiation efficiency ranging from 52% to 58% in this 380

band which is a suitable value for WiGig transmissions between 381
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Fig. 16. Simulated and measured realized gain of the BGA-module with the
lens in (a) E-plane and (b) H-plane at 60 GHz.

F16:1
F16:2

Fig. 17. Simulated and measured radiation efficiency of the Tx antenna from
the BGA-module with the lens.

F17:1
F17:2

the eyewear and a TV or a laptop. The stability of the gain pat-382

tern versus frequency was also investigated through the band383

of interest. Fig. 18 presents the measured realized gain pat-384

terns (E- and H-planes) for three frequency points: 58, 60, and385

66 GHz. These patterns show negligible variation with respect386

to frequency even in terms of 5 dBi beamwidth as presented in387

Table I, all complying with the beamwidth specification.388

V. HUMAN BODY EXPOSURE389

International standards based on the incident power den-390

sity have been developed to limit the electromagnetic exposure391

by the human body from RF devices at 60 GHz. The IEEE392

(USA) recommends a maximum power density of 10 W/m2393

averaged over 0.01 m2(10 cm × 10 cm) averaged over 3.6 min394

for the general public [19]. The limit is 100 W/m2 in controlled395

environments averaged over 21.6 s [19]. The standards also396

determine a maximum power density of 1000 W/m2 averaged397

over any one square centimeter. ICNIRP (Europe) has power398

density limits of, respectively, 10 W/m2 and 50 W/m2 averaged399

over 20 cm2 for the general public and controlled conditions.400

Fig. 18. Measured realized gain in (a) E-plane and (b) H-plane of the Tx
antenna of BGA-module with the lens for different frequencies.

F18:1
F18:2

TABLE I T1:1
COMPARISON OF MEASURED BEAMWIDTH AT DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES T1:2

The maximum power density averaged over 1 cm2 should not 401

exceed 20 times the above values. The averaging time can 402

be calculated by 68/f1.05 = 0.92 min. The ICNIRP levels are 403

stricter for both the larger averaging areas and also the 1 cm2 404

area. Therefore, compliance with ICNIRP guarantees compli- 405

ance with the IEEE recommendation. Despite the power density 406

being defined in the standards, there is no consistent evaluation 407

metric in the recent published papers. The local specific absorp- 408

tion rate (SAR) is examined in [20] and [21]. The 1-g SAR and 409

the power absorbed were discussed in [22]. The maximum elec- 410

tric field, power density, and local SAR were assessed in [23]. 411

In vitro protein and culture were considered in [24] and [25] 412

where the maximum local SAR and the SAR averaged over 413

the whole sample was related to the incident power density. A 414

thermal imaging camera was used to measure the temperature 415

distribution and hence the local and average power density as 416

well as the local SAR in [26]. This paper concluded that power 417

levels up to 550 mW would comply with the exposure limit 418

and an incident power density of 10 W/m2 would result in a 419

temperature increase of 0.1◦C. 420

In our study, two sets of simulations were performed for ana- 421

lyzing the effect of the BGA-module with lens on the head 422

of the user. The first set of simulations was performed with a 423

homogeneous head model as used in Section III, consisting of 424

the outer part modeled as dry skin and the inner part modeled as 425

the brain tissue. The second set of simulations was performed 426
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Fig. 19. Simulated power density with SAM head (scaled to 1 W input power)
over the skin for (a) 60 GHz and (b) 66 GHz.

F19:1
F19:2

with the visible human head model taking into account different427

tissues with corresponding electrical properties.428

A. Simulations With Homogeneous Head Model429

Simulations with the homogeneous head model were per-430

formed to obtain the power density level at the surface of431

the skin. According to ICNIRP guidelines, the power density432

level on the tissue, averaged over 20 cm2 should be lower than433

1 mW/cm2 (or 10 W/m2) around 60 GHz frequency. The simu-434

lated power density with EMPIRE XCcel software on the skin435

surface can be observed in Fig. 19 for 60 and 66 GHz. It should436

be noted here that the values presented in this figure legends are437

not averaged either over time or space, so they are the worst-438

case levels. Moreover, the input power to the antenna was set439

as 1 W in the simulations so the power density levels shown440

in this figure need to be divided by 100 to comply with the441

typical input power level of 10 dBm for WiGig devices. The442

unaveraged maximum power density observed on the skin sur-443

face varies between 0.37 and 0.42 W/m2 between 60–66 GHz444

(for an input power of 10 dBm). These values are well below445

the reference values from the guidelines even though they are446

Fig. 20. Simulated power density with VH head (scaled to 1 W input power)
for (a) 60 GHz and (b) 66 GHz.

F20:1
F20:2

instantaneous, unaveraged values. Obtaining such a low-power 447

density over the skin was expected since the main radiation 448

is directed away from the head and also the spacing between 449

the antenna-module and the head is 30 mm which is 6 λ0 at 450

60 GHz. 451

B. Simulations With Visible Human Head Model 452

The simulations were also performed by placing the BGA- 453

module with lens on a truncated VH model with 1 mm res- 454

olution (inset in Fig. 20). The Yee cell size inside the head 455

was set to 0.2 mm and even smaller cells were used to dis- 456

cretize the BGA-module including the lens. Empire can display 457

the power density on the surface of the SAM head, which is 458

categorized as a solid shape, but not on the voxel-based VH 459

head. Therefore, to examine the power density on the surface 460

of the VH head, the SAM-shaped field monitor was copied to 461
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the VH simulation file. This allowed us to observe that the sur-462

face of the VH head was closer to the antenna than the SAM463

head. Therefore, the SAM-shaped field monitor was moved sev-464

eral millimeters toward the antenna to lie on the surface of the465

VH head. Approximate calculations using the path loss equa-466

tion indicated that this positioning difference can increase the467

power density by approximately 5 dB. The power density on468

the surface of the VH head varies between 67 and 100 W/m2469

as shown in Fig. 20. These values are again the maximum val-470

ues seen at a point in space, normalized to 1 W input power,471

without any space or time averaging. Considering 10nbsp;dBm472

of maximum input power in WiGig applications, the values are473

well below the standard values, even without averaging.474

VI. CONCLUSION475

This paper demonstrated the feasibility of a compact low-476

cost antenna assembly for a WiGig smart eyewear device477

intended for high-speed wireless data communication in the478

60-GHz band with a laptop or TV facing the user. The antenna-479

module incorporates a 3-D-printed shaped dielectric lens espe-480

cially designed to enhance gain while shaping the radiation481

pattern to provide wide angular coverage in the horizontal plane482

and narrow beam coverage in the vertical plane. The lens design483

was based on GO/PO but full wave electromagnetic simulation484

was carried out to evaluate the antenna assembly performance485

when integrated with the eyewear device. Results were pre-486

sented for two scenarios: the first one included the user’s head487

as well as a portion of a PCB backing the antenna-module.488

In the second scenario, the head and PCB were removed. It489

was demonstrated that the effect of the head and of the back-490

ing PCB on the radiation pattern and the reflection coefficient491

was negligible. Keeping this in mind, the measurements for the492

BGA antenna-module and the lens were carried out in free-493

space, showing a good agreement with the simulations in terms494

of reflection coefficient, radiation efficiency, and realized gain495

radiation pattern. The maximum measured gain at 60 GHz was496

11 dBi, with 5 dBi gain beamwidth of 24◦ in the vertical plane497

and 96◦ in the horizontal plane (including the transmission line498

losses). The measured gain radiation pattern was also shown499

to have negligible variation over the target frequency band500

(57–66 GHz).501

The effects of the antenna radiation on the human body was502

analyzed for two sets of simulations, using both a homogeneous503

SAM head phantom and visible human head model. The sim-504

ulated power density values for both head models were found505

to be lower than the limits established in the related standards,506

considering an input power of 10 dBm.507
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Abstract—A ball grid array-module (BGA-module) incorpo-8
rating a low-cost shaped dielectric lens is proposed for wireless9
communications in the 60-GHz WiGig band between a smart eye-10
wear, where it is integrated and facing a laptop or TV. The module,11
which is codesigned with a 60-GHz transceiver, consists of two12
separate identical antennas for transmitting (Tx) and receiving13
(Rx). The in-plane separation of these elements is 6.9 mm both14
being offset from the lens focus. This poses a challenge to the lens15
design to ensure coincident beam pointing directions for Rx and16
Tx. The shaped lens is further required to narrow the angular17
coverage in the elevation plane and broaden it in the horizontal18
plane. A 3-D-printed eyewear frame with an integrated lens and19
a recess for proper BGA-module integration is fabricated in ABS-20
plastic material. Measurements show a reflection coefficient below21
−12 dB in the 57–66 GHz band. A maximum gain of 11 dBi is22
obtained at 60 GHz, with 24◦ and 96◦ beamwidth at 5-dBi gain,23
respectively, in the vertical and horizontal planes. The radiation24
exposure is evaluated for a homogeneous SAM head phantom and25
a heterogeneous visible human head. The simulated power den-26
sity values for both models are found to be lower than the existing27
standards.28

Index Terms—60 GHz, antenna-in-package, eyewear, lens29
antennas, plastic packaging, WiGig.30

I. INTRODUCTION31

W ITH the never-ending improvement of the capabilitiesQ1 32

of wireless communication devices, the most critical33

necessity has been to supply the user with higher and higher34

data rates. This has led to both the improvement of the existing35
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wireless communication standards as well as the launch of 36

new standards and new technologies. One of these standards, 37

the WiGig IEEE 802.11ad, is gaining more and more popu- 38

larity among industries because the unlicensed frequency band 39

around 60 GHz offers a broad bandwidth to achieve multigiga- 40

bits speeds (up to 7 Gbit/s). The low interference level favored 41

by the very high wall penetration loss and by the high oxygen 42

absorption in this band for moderate distances makes this stan- 43

dard a good candidate for line-of-sight (LoS) in-room wireless 44

personal area communications (WPAN). Possible applications 45

include the wireless connection of a personal computer (PC) 46

with its peripheral devices (monitor, keyboard, etc.), as well 47

as ultra-high-definition video/audio transfer from a camera to 48

a TV or projector, eliminating the need for cables. Typically, 49

for a LoS 2-meter communication in this band, an antenna gain 50

of approximately 4 dBi is needed (at both sides of the link) 51

considering today’s transceiver performances (10 dBm power 52

at the antenna port, −54 dBm Rx sensitivity and OFDM 16- 53

QAM modulation). If this distance is increased to around 8 m, 54

the gain should be approximately 10 dBi. 55

In parallel, smart eyewear devices are gaining popularity as 56

wireless communicating objects with some products already 57

released in the market and some other being prepared for the 58

near future [1]–[5]. In general, those devices incorporate a small 59

optical lens-reflector screen, a camera, a microphone/speaker 60

pair, and a touchpad. They are generally connected to a periph- 61

eral (smartphone or set-top box) through Bluetooth or WLAN 62

standards at 2.4 GHz. Our recent work considered eyewear 63

devices as a possible candidate to replace smartphones in the 64

near future and we successfully demonstrated high potential for 65

LTE communications [6]. 66

In this study, a ball grid array-module (BGA-module) incor- 67

porating separate Tx and Rx antennas (to avoid a lossy switch 68

at 60 GHz in TDD mode) integrated with a shaped 3-D-printed 69

plastic lens is proposed for integration with a smart eyewear 70

device for high-speed video transfer from the device to a lap- 71

top or a TV in front of the user. The transceiver is based on an 72

RFIC design using 65 nm CMOS technology and aims to ful- 73

fill the WiGig requirements for its highest available data rate, 74

i.e., MCS20. This mode offers a 4.158-Gbps data rate thanks 75

to OFDM 16-QAM modulation. All WiGig frequency sub- 76

bands are covered from 57 to 66 GHz. The chipset is described 77

in detail in [7]. The shaped lens is intended to achieve an 78

acceptable gain (> 10 dBi) and to shape the radiation pattern 79

0018-926X © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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with wide beamwidth in the horizontal plane (at least 100◦ at80

5 dBi gain) and narrow beamwidth in the vertical plane (in the81

order of 25◦ at 5 dBi gain). The challenge for its design is82

the additional need to counteract the beam depointing effect83

due to the impossibility of positioning the separate Tx and84

Rx radiating elements simultaneously at the lens single focal85

point. The in-plane separation of these radiating elements is86

6.9 mm. The lens was found to be a convenient solution to87

address the shaped beam challenge instead of using a large88

planar array with low aperture efficiency and nonuniform (and89

lossy) feeding network. The objective of the paper is to show90

that the proposed antenna concept is feasible for mm-wave91

eyewear applications, being compact, low cost and with neg-92

ligible impact in terms of head specific absorption rate (SAR).93

Section II gives some basic information about the BGA-module94

and the Tx and Rx radiating elements. The design of the lens95

with its theoretical background and simulation results are also96

explained in this section. The integration of the BGA-module97

and the lens within the eyewear is presented in Section III.98

Simulation results taking into account the presence of the99

user’s head are also presented in this section. Measurement100

results for the manufactured prototype are given in Section IV.101

Section V discusses the evaluation of the radiation exposure on102

the body through simulations. Finally, conclusion is drawn in103

Section VI.104

II. ANTENNA DESIGN105

A. BGA-Module106

The BGA-module was designed and manufactured in high107

density integration (HDI) technology dedicated to 60 GHz SiP108

solutions. This HDI technology is based on standard BGA109

design and realization techniques: it enables a minimum trace110

resolution as well as trace spacing of 50 μm. The low-cost111

stack-up of three organic substrates enables four metallization112

layers. A picture of the BGA-module can be seen in Fig. 1.113

This module was designed to radiate in free-space. The mod-114

ule has equal length and width (12× 12 mm2) with a height of115

0.5 mm. It hosts two printed antennas, one for receiving and one116

for transmitting, offset from the center of the BGA-module and117

separated by Δd = 6.9 mm distance from each other (1.38 λ0).118

The antennas are of aperture-coupled patch type, where the119

apertures are excited through a microstrip line underneath them.120

The antennas are linearly polarized with a measured gain higher121

than 4 dBi between 57 and 66 GHz (including transmission line122

losses). More information about the BGA-module (version 1)123

and the antenna can be found in [8]. They are thus not repeated124

here for the sake of brevity. However, it should be noted that125

a second optimized version of the BGA-module is used in the126

current paper having more than 10 dB return loss and 5 dBi127

gain from 57 to 66 GHz which is better than the performance128

presented in [8].129

B. Lens Design130

A small shaped lens is used directly on top of the patch ele-131

ments of BGA-module to modify its radiation pattern into a132

Fig. 1. Picture of the BGA-module version 2: bottom view on left and top view
on right.

F1:1
F1:2

Fig. 2. Schematic view of the optimized 3-D-lens placed above the BGA-
module with axis definition.

F2:1
F2:2

more convenient shape for the intended application. The gain 133

is required to exceed 5 dBi within a 100◦ angular interval in 134

the horizontal plane (H-plane, or yz-plane in Fig. 2) and 25◦ 135

angular interval in the vertical plane (E-plane or xz-plane in 136

Fig. 2). This gives the user enough margin to look comfort- 137

ably at the screen from different angles without compromising 138

the data link. It should be noted that no codesign between the 139

source and the lens was achieved as we reused the existing 140

BGA-module version 2 dedicated to radiate in free space (and 141

not plastic medium). 142

The radiation pattern described in the paragraph above is 143

not symmetric and therefore requires a full 3-D shaped lens. 144

Although geometrical optics (GO) formulations exist for the 145

design of arbitrary shaped dielectric lenses subject to arbitrarily 146

output power template conditions [9]–[10], it is shown in this 147

study that for the present radiation pattern specifications it is 148

enough to consider a far simpler and computationally fast alter- 149

native based on a modification of the GO formulation for axial 150

symmetric lenses. 151

The combination with physical optics (PO) analysis enables 152

faster optimization of the shape of the 3-D lens compared 153

to the exact 3-D GO formulation, offering a very reasonable 154

agreement with the targeted radiation pattern beamwidths. 155

The GO/PO-based lens design procedure requires prior 156

knowledge of the radiation pattern of one antenna of the BGA- 157

module into an unbound medium of the chosen material for 158
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Fig. 3. Normalized simulated E- and H-plane radiation patterns of the BGA-
module (Tx-antenna) in an unbounded medium of ABS plastic. Symmetric RP
is an average of the E- and H-planes further used for the lens design.

F3:1
F3:2
F3:3

the lens. ABS-M30 plastic material (consumer grade plastic159

used for smartphone casing) was chosen in order to ensure160

low cost for the overall system. A 3-D-printing rapid man-161

ufacturing technology was selected to fabricate the lens. A162

disk sample of ABS material was printed to experimentally163

evaluate its complex permittivity. The Fabry–Perot resonator164

measurement method presented in [11] gave us εr = 2.48 and165

tan(δ) = 0.009 at 60 GHz. The lens design was performed at166

60 GHz, as the central frequency. Intrinsic to the GO design,167

the frequency bandwidth of the lens is inherently large but168

the full-system bandwidth is mainly determined by the BGA-169

module bandwidth. The radiation pattern of the feed inside170

the unbounded ABS medium at 60 GHz was obtained from a171

full-wave HFSS simulation (Fig. 3). Overall, the main E- and172

H-planes of the bare BGA antennas have similar beamwidths.173

The 3-D shaped lens is designed in two steps. First, the lens174

profile in the horizontal plane is obtained from an elevation cut175

of an axial-symmetric lens designed with an appropriate GO176

formulation. Then, the design rule for the lens profile in the ver-177

tical plane is defined and the complete 3-D lens physical shape178

is obtained from an adequate combination of both horizontal179

and vertical lens profiles.180

Fig. 4 shows the general geometry for the lens design pro-181

cedure. The axial symmetric lens profile is represented by r(η)182

where r(η = 0◦) = 15 mm corresponds to the total height of183

the lens. The feed, corresponding to one patch of the BGA-184

module, is assumed initially to be at the center of the base of the185

lens and in direct contact with it. The lens design assumes that186

the feed is positioned at the center of the lens. However, the tar-187

get radiation pattern G(θ) that is needed to define the lens shape188

is carefully optimized to minimize its dependence with feed off-189

set when the BGA-module is integrated at the base of the lens.190

At this point, the lens design formulation requires that the feed191

radiation pattern U(η) is axial symmetric. The symmetric U(η)192

power pattern is generated as an average of the cocomponents193

in the main planes of the BGA antenna (symmetric RP curve in194

Fig. 4. Horizontal (or H-plane) profile of the plastic lens. F4:1

Fig. 3). The obtained U(η) function is represented in Fig. 3 by 195

the black dashed curve (symmetric RP). Other symmetrization 196

options could have been adopted for the feed radiation pattern. 197

They would imply different r(η = 0) values and different G(θ) 198

shape from what we obtained in the optimization process. The 199

selected target pattern G(θ) is a flat-top type with a sharp drop- 200

off at θ = 60◦ to comply with the desired full 100◦ beamwidth 201

in the horizontal plane of the lens. 202

The lens profile r(η) is designed to transform U(η) into 203

a target axial symmetric power pattern G(θ). The r(η) pro- 204

file is obtained by solving a set of two differential equations 205

defined by the authors in [12]. The integration is performed 206

for increasing η angles up to the ηmax value where ∂r(η)/∂η 207

becomes negative. This ηmax angle defines the edge of the lens 208

(Fig. 4). The remaining points in the lens profile from z = 209

r(ηmax) cos(ηmax) to z = 0 are defined with a constant value 210

of x = r(ηmax) sin(ηmax). By forcing nonnegative ∂r(η)/∂η, 211

the lens surface will not diffract the radiation of the feed into the 212

negative z direction, i.e., into the user. The analytical formula- 213

tion is valid for arbitrary initial values r(η = 0◦) which acts 214

as a scaling factor. In the axial symmetric lens, the matching 215

between the output power pattern and the horizontal plane tar- 216

get improves as r(η = 0◦) increases. This value influences the 217

vertical plane power pattern in a different way, as will be dis- 218

cussed ahead. In the present design, r(η = 0◦) = 15 mm was 219

chosen as a compromise between the output power pattern spec- 220

ification in both planes and the utmost size constraint for the 221

desired integration with the glasses. The obtained lens profile is 222

presented in Fig. 4. This curve is used as the horizontal profile 223

of the 3-D lens. In the vertical plane (E-plane), narrowing the 224

radiation pattern of the BGA-module can be achieved by using 225

a beam collimating lens profile (like an ellipse). For each cut 226

of the 3-D lens at a constant x value, an elliptical lens profile is 227

implemented (Fig. 5). Each x-cut corresponds to a given η angle 228

so that x = r(η) sin(η). In each x-cut, the height of the ellipti- 229

cal profile is F (η) = r(η) cos(η). The elliptical lens profile is 230

defined by 231

l (η, α) =

√
εr − 1√

εr − cos (α)
F (η) (1)
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Fig. 5. Vertical cut of the plastic lens profile for a x = constant plane.F5:1

where α is the angle of each point l(η, α) in relation to the232

vertical axis of each cut plane of the lens profile as indicated in233

Fig. 5. Therefore, the complete 3-D lens profile is defined by234

the following set of parametric equations235

x (η, α) = r (η) sin (η)

y (η, α) = l (η, α) sin (α)

z (η, α) = l (η, α) cos (α) . (2)

As with η, the α angle also ranges from 0 to αmax where236

∂l(ηα)/∂α becomes negative. The remaining points from237

z = z(η, αmax) to z = 0 are defined with a constant y =238

y(η, αmax).239

The obtained 3-D lens profile is shown in Fig. 2. Its over-240

all size is Δz = 15 mm by Δx = 26 mm and Δy = 14 mm.241

This approximate 3-D lens design procedure is an evolution of242

the one developed by the authors in [13]. The corresponding243

radiation pattern is calculated using PO, considering the actual244

nonsymmetric feed radiation pattern shown in Fig. 3.245

The normalized result is presented in Fig. 6(a) for the main246

planes, confirming the effectiveness of the proposed design.247

The simulated maximum directivity is of the order of 12 dBi.248

To achieve a narrower E-plane radiation pattern and a higher249

lens directivity, the lens size can be increased by choosing a250

higher value for r(η = 0◦).251

Due to the Rx and Tx Δd = 6.9 mm separation in the BGA-252

module, the lens is not fed from its focal point at the center of253

the base of the lens. The Δd/2 = 3.45 mm (0.69 λ0 at 60 GHz)254

feed off-set in the x-axis tends to produce a beam depoint-255

ing effect. However, the previous H-plane radiation pattern256

template was specifically chosen to minimize this effect. It is257

noted that the y-plane elliptical profile does not allow depoint-258

ing minimization if y-axis feed off-set was selected instead.259

The x-axis feed off-set effect in the horizontal plane (H-plane)260

radiation pattern of the lens can be seen in Fig. 6(b), show-261

ing that the flat-top characteristic is reasonably maintained and262

only 1 dB reduction is observed in the broadside direction from263

the nonoffset source case. It has little influence in the E-plane264

since Tx and Rx patches remain in the focal point of the ellip-265

tical x-cut profile of the lens that passes through each feed266

position.267

Fig. 6. Normalized GO/PO simulated radiation pattern of the 3-D lens fed by
the Tx patch of the BGA-module at 60 GHz. (a) Feed at the center of the lens.
(b) Feed offset from the center by x = 3.45 mm.

F6:1
F6:2
F6:3

III. INTEGRATION OF THE BGA-MODULE WITH THE 268

EYEWEAR DEVICE 269

In order to validate the GO/PO-based lens design and to eval- 270

uate the antenna in the realistic use-case scenario, full wave 271

electromagnetic simulations were also carried out, using the 272

commercial software Empire XCcel [14]. The simulation model 273

included the BGA-module integrated with the dielectric lens, 274

mounted in the left-hand side of a dedicated ABS eyewear 275

frame (Fig. 7 left part). An FR4 substrate which might be 276

needed in a realistic product as the application PCB and a back- 277

ing ground plane was also included in this model, behind the 278

antenna-module (Fig. 8). The frame includes a curved region on 279

the right-hand side of the head to emulate visually the screen of 280

a smart eyewear device. It also includes on the two sides of the 281

frame, two parallelepiped casing-like structures for housing the 282

application PCBs for WLAN/Bluetooth and WiGig standards, 283

respectively. 284

A homogeneous specific anthropomorphic mannequin 285

(SAM) head was also included in the simulation to account for 286

the user head influence. Considering the computation time and 287

memory requirements to simulate the full set-up from Fig. 7, 288

it was decided to use a cropped model of the head, since the 289

effects of the tissues that are placed far from the antenna in 290

terms of wavelength will be negligible. The cropped model 291

used in the simulations can be seen in Fig. 7 (right side). It 292

keeps all the structures and materials that lie within 10 λ0 dis- 293

tance from the Antenna-module and discards all the others, 294

so the final dimensions of the simulation rectangular box is 295

78× 73× 155 mm3. The lens and the dielectric frame were 296

modeled as ABS plastic material. The values taken from Fabry– 297

Perot measurements and given in Section II B were used to 298
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Fig. 7. Simulation model of the BGA-module integrated with the lens and the
ABS eyewear frame close to the SAM Head. The shaped lens is on the frame
left side.

F7:1
F7:2
F7:3

Fig. 8. Position of the FR4 substrate and the ground plane which is backing the
antenna-module.

F8:1
F8:2

model the ABS material. The outer shell of the head (marked299

as Tissue-1) was assigned the properties of dry skin at 60 GHz,300

having a relative permittivity of 7.98 and a loss tangent of 1.37.301

To model the interior region of the head (Tissue-2), electrical302

properties of the brain was used, with a relative permittiv-303

ity of 10.4 and loss tangent of 1.19. Those values were taken304

from [15].305

A second set of simulations was also performed removing306

the head and the backing PCB of the lens. The comparison307

of the simulated reflection coefficient of the Tx antenna of the308

BGA-module with the lens without the head and PCB and with309

the head and PCB is presented in Fig. 9. The simulated cou-310

pling coefficient from the Tx antenna to Rx antenna is very low311

(|S21| < −30 dB) and thus is not shown here. The Tx antenna312

integrated with the lens with the backing PCB and head has a313

reflection coefficient always lower than −6.7 dB between 57314

and 66 GHz, even decreasing below −15 dB around the lower315

edge of the band. It can also be seen from the same figure that316

the reflection coefficient of the same Tx antenna without back-317

ing PCB and head is very similar, suggesting negligible effects318

of the head and the backing PCB. The consequence of the319

absence of a codesign between the source and the lens directly320

translates into a frequency shift (compared to the “without head321

and PCB case”) with a minimum of |S11| around 55–57 GHz322

(almost out-of-band) as the BGA-module now radiates into323

plastic rather than air.324

Fig. 9. Simulated reflection coefficient for the Tx patch of the BGA-module
integrated with the lens without the Head and PCB and with the Head and PCB.

F9:1
F9:2

Fig. 10. Full-wave simulated directivity patterns of the BGA-module integrated
with the lens with head and PCB and without head and PCB. (a) E-plane and
(b) H-plane at 60 GHz.

F10:1
F10:2
F10:3

The comparison of the full-wave radiation patterns in the 325

E-plane (ϕ = 0◦) and H-plane (ϕ = 90◦) for the two configura- 326

tions is shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b), respectively. The maximum 327

radiation does not occur exactly in the front direction of the eye- 328

wear. There is a slight asymmetry in the radiation pattern (10◦ 329

tilt) but this is not really important in this application as the 330

beam tilt is small as compared to the beamwidth and the user 331

does not necessarily have to be directly in front of the receiv- 332

ing device. Note that the obtained radiation patterns confirm 333

that the lens geometry is fairly suitable to overcome the focal 334

depointing. In addition, the specified 5 dBi gain beamwidth of 335

25◦ in the E-plane and 100◦ in the H-plane is very closely met. 336

The maximum full-wave simulated directivity is almost 15 dBi 337

which is higher than the 12 dBi simulated with GO/PO. We 338

anticipate that the difference is mainly the result of known lim- 339

itations of the GO/PO asymptotic method for small-size lenses. 340

Also, it is known that a surface wave may appear for ellipti- 341

cal lenses at the lens/air interface which, for some lens sizes, 342

can lead to higher directivity than predicted with GO/PO [16]. 343

The head and the PCB behind the antenna-module have little 344
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Fig. 11. Pictures of the manufactured ABS frame incorporating the shape of
the lens.

F11:1
F11:2

Fig. 12. BGA-module and 3-D-printed ABS plastic lens.F12:1

effects (but not significant) in the general radiation pattern (1 dB345

reduction of the directivity and broader beam is the E-plane);346

however, we decided to omit this last configuration in the next347

simulation studies and measurements.348

IV. MEASUREMENTS349

A. Fabrication of the Eyewear Prototype and the Antenna-350

Module351

A picture of the manufactured ABS frame integrating the lens352

is shown in Fig. 11. Fig. 12 presents the BGA-module (left side)353

and the ABS lens alone (right side). All the ABS prototypes354

were fabricated using 3-D printing plastic technology.355

B. Measurement Results356

The measurements of the BGA-module with the integrated357

lens were carried out without the head and PCB, following the358

Fig. 13. Pictures of the probing of the Tx antenna of the BGA-module with the
lens (left side), bottom view of the BGA-module with the lens inside the foam
support (right side).

F13:1
F13:2
F13:3

Fig. 14. Simulated and measured reflection coefficient of the Tx antenna of the
BGA-module with the lens.

F14:1
F14:2

Fig. 15. Simulated and measured 3-D realized gain patterns of the BGA-
module with the lens at 60 GHz.

F15:1
F15:2

conclusion from the previous section. Also, the full eyewear 359

frame was not utilized for the radiation pattern measurements 360

as it physically impairs the access of the feeding probe used in 361

our millimeter-wave measurement set-up [17] (Fig. 13). 362

There is a good agreement between measured and simulated 363

reflection coefficients given in Fig. 14. The measured reflection 364

coefficient is well below −11.5 dB in the target band (57– 365

66 GHz). Note, no codesign was performed which suggests that 366

better performance could be achieved in a possible new version 367

of the eyewear and BGA-module. The simulated and measured 368

realized gain patterns are presented in 3-D form in Fig. 15 369

and in the main planes in Fig. 16(a) (E-plane for ϕ = 0◦) and 370

Fig. 16(b) (H-plane for ϕ = 90◦). The maximum measured gain 371

is approximately 11 dBi at 60 GHz (including the transmis- 372

sion line losses). The measured 5 dBi gain beamwidth is 24◦ 373

in E-plane and 96◦ in H-plane. A comparison of the simulated 374

and measured radiation efficiency can be seen in Fig. 17. A fair 375

agreement is observed, especially in the target band between 376

57 and 66 GHz. The measured efficiency has been extracted 377

from the 3-D realized gain pattern with the method already 378

presented in [18]. The Tx antenna of the BGA-module has a 379

measured radiation efficiency ranging from 52% to 58% in this 380

band which is a suitable value for WiGig transmissions between 381
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Fig. 16. Simulated and measured realized gain of the BGA-module with the
lens in (a) E-plane and (b) H-plane at 60 GHz.

F16:1
F16:2

Fig. 17. Simulated and measured radiation efficiency of the Tx antenna from
the BGA-module with the lens.

F17:1
F17:2

the eyewear and a TV or a laptop. The stability of the gain pat-382

tern versus frequency was also investigated through the band383

of interest. Fig. 18 presents the measured realized gain pat-384

terns (E- and H-planes) for three frequency points: 58, 60, and385

66 GHz. These patterns show negligible variation with respect386

to frequency even in terms of 5 dBi beamwidth as presented in387

Table I, all complying with the beamwidth specification.388

V. HUMAN BODY EXPOSURE389

International standards based on the incident power den-390

sity have been developed to limit the electromagnetic exposure391

by the human body from RF devices at 60 GHz. The IEEE392

(USA) recommends a maximum power density of 10 W/m2393

averaged over 0.01 m2(10 cm × 10 cm) averaged over 3.6 min394

for the general public [19]. The limit is 100 W/m2 in controlled395

environments averaged over 21.6 s [19]. The standards also396

determine a maximum power density of 1000 W/m2 averaged397

over any one square centimeter. ICNIRP (Europe) has power398

density limits of, respectively, 10 W/m2 and 50 W/m2 averaged399

over 20 cm2 for the general public and controlled conditions.400

Fig. 18. Measured realized gain in (a) E-plane and (b) H-plane of the Tx
antenna of BGA-module with the lens for different frequencies.

F18:1
F18:2

TABLE I T1:1
COMPARISON OF MEASURED BEAMWIDTH AT DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES T1:2

The maximum power density averaged over 1 cm2 should not 401

exceed 20 times the above values. The averaging time can 402

be calculated by 68/f1.05 = 0.92 min. The ICNIRP levels are 403

stricter for both the larger averaging areas and also the 1 cm2 404

area. Therefore, compliance with ICNIRP guarantees compli- 405

ance with the IEEE recommendation. Despite the power density 406

being defined in the standards, there is no consistent evaluation 407

metric in the recent published papers. The local specific absorp- 408

tion rate (SAR) is examined in [20] and [21]. The 1-g SAR and 409

the power absorbed were discussed in [22]. The maximum elec- 410

tric field, power density, and local SAR were assessed in [23]. 411

In vitro protein and culture were considered in [24] and [25] 412

where the maximum local SAR and the SAR averaged over 413

the whole sample was related to the incident power density. A 414

thermal imaging camera was used to measure the temperature 415

distribution and hence the local and average power density as 416

well as the local SAR in [26]. This paper concluded that power 417

levels up to 550 mW would comply with the exposure limit 418

and an incident power density of 10 W/m2 would result in a 419

temperature increase of 0.1◦C. 420

In our study, two sets of simulations were performed for ana- 421

lyzing the effect of the BGA-module with lens on the head 422

of the user. The first set of simulations was performed with a 423

homogeneous head model as used in Section III, consisting of 424

the outer part modeled as dry skin and the inner part modeled as 425

the brain tissue. The second set of simulations was performed 426
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Fig. 19. Simulated power density with SAM head (scaled to 1 W input power)
over the skin for (a) 60 GHz and (b) 66 GHz.

F19:1
F19:2

with the visible human head model taking into account different427

tissues with corresponding electrical properties.428

A. Simulations With Homogeneous Head Model429

Simulations with the homogeneous head model were per-430

formed to obtain the power density level at the surface of431

the skin. According to ICNIRP guidelines, the power density432

level on the tissue, averaged over 20 cm2 should be lower than433

1 mW/cm2 (or 10 W/m2) around 60 GHz frequency. The simu-434

lated power density with EMPIRE XCcel software on the skin435

surface can be observed in Fig. 19 for 60 and 66 GHz. It should436

be noted here that the values presented in this figure legends are437

not averaged either over time or space, so they are the worst-438

case levels. Moreover, the input power to the antenna was set439

as 1 W in the simulations so the power density levels shown440

in this figure need to be divided by 100 to comply with the441

typical input power level of 10 dBm for WiGig devices. The442

unaveraged maximum power density observed on the skin sur-443

face varies between 0.37 and 0.42 W/m2 between 60–66 GHz444

(for an input power of 10 dBm). These values are well below445

the reference values from the guidelines even though they are446

Fig. 20. Simulated power density with VH head (scaled to 1 W input power)
for (a) 60 GHz and (b) 66 GHz.

F20:1
F20:2

instantaneous, unaveraged values. Obtaining such a low-power 447

density over the skin was expected since the main radiation 448

is directed away from the head and also the spacing between 449

the antenna-module and the head is 30 mm which is 6 λ0 at 450

60 GHz. 451

B. Simulations With Visible Human Head Model 452

The simulations were also performed by placing the BGA- 453

module with lens on a truncated VH model with 1 mm res- 454

olution (inset in Fig. 20). The Yee cell size inside the head 455

was set to 0.2 mm and even smaller cells were used to dis- 456

cretize the BGA-module including the lens. Empire can display 457

the power density on the surface of the SAM head, which is 458

categorized as a solid shape, but not on the voxel-based VH 459

head. Therefore, to examine the power density on the surface 460

of the VH head, the SAM-shaped field monitor was copied to 461
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the VH simulation file. This allowed us to observe that the sur-462

face of the VH head was closer to the antenna than the SAM463

head. Therefore, the SAM-shaped field monitor was moved sev-464

eral millimeters toward the antenna to lie on the surface of the465

VH head. Approximate calculations using the path loss equa-466

tion indicated that this positioning difference can increase the467

power density by approximately 5 dB. The power density on468

the surface of the VH head varies between 67 and 100 W/m2469

as shown in Fig. 20. These values are again the maximum val-470

ues seen at a point in space, normalized to 1 W input power,471

without any space or time averaging. Considering 10nbsp;dBm472

of maximum input power in WiGig applications, the values are473

well below the standard values, even without averaging.474

VI. CONCLUSION475

This paper demonstrated the feasibility of a compact low-476

cost antenna assembly for a WiGig smart eyewear device477

intended for high-speed wireless data communication in the478

60-GHz band with a laptop or TV facing the user. The antenna-479

module incorporates a 3-D-printed shaped dielectric lens espe-480

cially designed to enhance gain while shaping the radiation481

pattern to provide wide angular coverage in the horizontal plane482

and narrow beam coverage in the vertical plane. The lens design483

was based on GO/PO but full wave electromagnetic simulation484

was carried out to evaluate the antenna assembly performance485

when integrated with the eyewear device. Results were pre-486

sented for two scenarios: the first one included the user’s head487

as well as a portion of a PCB backing the antenna-module.488

In the second scenario, the head and PCB were removed. It489

was demonstrated that the effect of the head and of the back-490

ing PCB on the radiation pattern and the reflection coefficient491

was negligible. Keeping this in mind, the measurements for the492

BGA antenna-module and the lens were carried out in free-493

space, showing a good agreement with the simulations in terms494

of reflection coefficient, radiation efficiency, and realized gain495

radiation pattern. The maximum measured gain at 60 GHz was496

11 dBi, with 5 dBi gain beamwidth of 24◦ in the vertical plane497

and 96◦ in the horizontal plane (including the transmission line498

losses). The measured gain radiation pattern was also shown499

to have negligible variation over the target frequency band500

(57–66 GHz).501

The effects of the antenna radiation on the human body was502

analyzed for two sets of simulations, using both a homogeneous503

SAM head phantom and visible human head model. The sim-504

ulated power density values for both head models were found505

to be lower than the limits established in the related standards,506

considering an input power of 10 dBm.507
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